Prenatal growth of the human vomeronasal organ.
Vomeronasal organs (VNOs) are paired epithelial structures located adjacent to the nasal septum that form in the late first trimester of human fetal development. Although VNOs have long been known to exist in fetal and adult humans, some studies continue to suggest that these structures may be degenerative or functionless. Little is known of the growth of the VNO. The present study examined length and volume changes of the human VNO in 26 "normal" (10 female, 16 male) histologically prepared fetuses from the University of Pittsburgh and the University of Michigan across three trimesters (8-30 weeks postmenstrual age). A computer reconstruction technique was used to quantify lengths and volumes of right and left VNOs, and regression equations were generated to assess growth rates. A linear increase in VNO length and a logarithmic increase in VNO volume with increasing postmenstrual age was found. Volume increase was noted for both the vomeronasal epithelium and the lumen of the VNO. A comparison with most estimates of adult human VNO length suggested that further prenatal or postnatal size increase occurs. The growth curves also suggested a more rapid growth in VNO length and volume for females than for males. The present study demonstrates that the fetal human VNO commences volumetric increase in the early second trimester but does not achieve maximum size during fetal development. Further investigation is needed to determine whether the human VNO is sexually dimorphic in size.